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Advanced Security 
for your environment

www.coopersecurity.co.uk

i-on30EX security system
Suitable for commercial properties with up to 30 detection 
devices

Compliant as an insurance specified system up to Grade 2 with 
police response to alarm activations

Easy to understand instruction messages guide the user

Configurable to as many as 4 separate alarm systems. Each with independent setting/unsetting

A wide range of user types gives far more control over the way people interact with the system from 
full administration rights to a simple set only (e.g cleaners)

Up to 50 users can be set up with a code, prox tag, remote control and radio panic button to control 
one or more of the 4 separate alarm areas

Multiple keypads can be installed on the system giving enhanced flexibility 



Wireless Keypad

Shock Sensor

PIR PA Button Remote Control Door Contact Smoke Detector
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The products and accessories your 
commercial needs demand
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Description

PIR Installed in the corner of a room to detect movement

Door Contact Alerts the alarm panel when the door is opened. Available in white or brown

Smoke Detector Linked to the alarm panel. Optical smoke detection

Shock Sensor 
Senses vibration from someone entering by force. Fitted to a door or window. Ideal for large 
windows. Available in white or brown

Glass Break Detector Detects the sound of breaking glass

PA Button
Can be a pendant or belt clip. This goes into alarm when the two buttons are pressed together, 
ideal for security guards

Controls Wired Keypad Stylish and easy to use keypad with simple menus

Wireless Keypad Fit a second keypad by an alternative entrance or exit for setting and unsetting

Remote Control Set and unset the system quickly and easily from inside or outside the property

4 Relay Board Enables you to add additional bells and sounders for notification

Alerts External Sounder Wireless local audible and visual warning device

Dummy Sounder Effective deterent for the back of your property

Plug-in SD/comms 
modules

Would be used to generate a police response

ADSL Filter If you are using the comms module with broadband, this is essential for your phone line

For further information contact your 
local installer
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Installer Details :

The i-on30EX from Scantronic has been designed with the commercial user in mind.  
With 30 detection zones the system is ideal for flexible modern commercial spaces. 
The system can be configured to behave as 4 unique alarm systems each able to be 
set and unset independently providing unparalleled flexibility.  

The i-on30EX can accommodate up to 50 users, each can use a code, prox tag, 
remote control and radio panic button.  The system keypads provide clear and concise 
instruction and guidance to ensure that the alarm is simple and easy to use for multiple 
users.

Wired Keypad

Wireless
Detectors

External Sounder (wireless)


